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Washington D.C. Area In Fear

MATRIX BACKGROUND
Shortly after the sniper(s) hit the tenth victim, I noticed how
the Washington D.C. area became like Israel. People
were afraid to leave their homes and lead normal lives.
Innocent women and children were killed at random.
There was confusion and fear. I was thinking at the time
G-d, No! They (the victims) are ten! – Ten! Who hated
them – G-d? After two days of codes research, looking in
His Torah in the Five Books of Moses, I got many answers.
I believe that I had some very important clues at that point,
but the matrix was at an early stage of development, and I
was not aware of the significance of the terms that I found.
In addition, just at that time the police caught the two
suspects. However, I was sure that I had the proper matrix

that related to the sniper(s) case.  Some of the clues were:

The home-born and the stranger that sojourneth among you-- describes the citizen and
the Jamaican born suspect.
And an Arab:  Fits Muhammad who became a Moslem.
they are for Iraq: They are known to agree with the attack on 9/11.
The young one:  Malvo is relatively young at age 17 vs the older one at 41.
The tall one:  Mohammad is 6’-1”.

The above clues and others also hinted at more than one sniper.
After my friends asked me to look for some more information, it
became abundantly clear from the matrix who hated the ten
victims. Only by then, the ten referred to the number of dead in the
three-week shooting spree. The matrix answered the question as

follows: these wicked men [äìàä îéòùøä îéùðàä]. The
answer in the Bible [Numbers chapter 16 verse 26] in Hebrew takes
16 letters from right to left. What is fascinating is that the very
same letters from left to right spell out my original question:

[?ä àðù éî äøùò .é îä àìä]. The word “these” also

appears in the matrix as: these: the home-born, and the stranger that sojourneth among you

[îëëåúá øâä øâäå çøæàä äìà]. For exact location in the matrix, and Hebrew details, see
sample cluster #9 below.

CRITERIA USED TO FIND RESULTS
Many Bible codes researchers have not defined in detail what codes or conclusions are acceptable.
Typically, statistical significance, grammar, spelling, sentence structure, etc. are not considered.
From my experience, I have developed MINIMUM criteria as to what terms to include / exclude, and
how to interpret a given matrix. The above will explain why I decided to ignore many terms and
ignore some possible conclusions. For example, any term that has less than 20:1 odds {R-value =
1.3} is not considered by me as a good term. To reach a conclusion I require two or more terms to
tell the same story, etc.  For more information and articles, please see final notes below and visit: 

http://www.thebiblecodes.com/Shak/index.htm

CONFIRMED RESULTS
For a long time we did not know if, one or more snipers caused the nightmare. The matrix answers
this question very clearly:

1- Twice the term partner is used in a phrase where each such phrase intersects with
another appropriate phrase concerning one partner or another. See sample cluster 4
below, with the two corresponding examples. The fact that two such terms are found may
hint that there are two such partners only.

http://www.thebiblecodes.com/Shak/index.htm


2- The matrix presents an incredible question about who would hate, and presents the answer
in plural: These (not that) wicked men (not man) (cluster 10).

3- The matrix refers to the citizen AND the stranger (cluster 9).
4- The matrix refers to the MEN of the land who committed the atrocities (cluster 9).
5- The term AND THE ARAB indicates that there was someone else.

6- The term “THEY are for Iraq – îä ÷øéòì” or the extended term “See who is for Iraq:

They are for her – äì îä ÷øéòì éî äàø” refers to more than one person. We are told
that they enjoyed the 9/11 event. A more serious question is now raised: Are they Iraqi
(manipulated by Iraq) operatives? Note that the media does not paint them as the typical
serial killers.

7- The term “Tomorrow the snipers” refers to several people. It also intersects with the term
“they are for Iraq.”  See 6- above and cluster 11.   

The large overall matrix presents many finds that we now know are true. The “fear in Washington
D.C.” matrix is a rather large matrix, where all the terms are statistically significant. By dropping five
(5) of the over 70 terms, the size of the matrix is reduce by half, and the statistical significance of
each term increases by a factor of R-value = 0.3. It is very difficult to look at all the matrix and derive
its fullest meaning. A breakdown of its elements helps to illustrate the message and focus on the
interplay between certain terms. Many clusters form part of the overall matrix. Below are some
examples:

SAMPLE CLUSTERS

1-           Days of fear to the male and female in Washington – 10 innocent (killed) out of 13  

Washington is found in the matrix below at its lowest
Equidistant Letter Sequence (ELS) in the Torah. The five
terms below describe the DAYS OF FEAR IN
WASHINGTON TO THE MALES AND FEMALES. Both
males and females were murdered and wounded – and
both males and females were in fear. The number of
victims and dead is also outlined at this small matrix by
two terms: HE CONQUERED 10 FROM THE INNOCENT
– THIRTEEN (male plural as required by Hebrew
grammar).  

Term Translation

(in

Matrix) Start End

   ðèâðùåå Washington 4.621 Leviticus Ch 13 V 32 Letter 1 Leviticus Ch 15 V 33 Letter 27

   àøåî éîé days of fear 2.468 Leviticus Ch 13 V 31 Letter 77 Leviticus Ch 13 V 32 Letter 3

äá÷ðìå øëæì to the male and female 3.07 Leviticus Ch 15 V 33 Letter 21 Leviticus Ch 15 V 33 Letter 30

îîéîúî é ùáë conquered 10 from innocent 2.769 Leviticus Ch 14 V 10 Letter 18 Leviticus Ch 14 V 10 Letter 27

   øùò-äùìù thirteen [male and female] 2.07 Leviticus Ch 14 V 10 Letter 48 Leviticus Ch 14 V 10 Letter 54

  

The ELS reference is 1035 characters between rows. The matrix starts at Leviticus Ch 13 V 31 Letter 68 and ends at Ch 16 V 1 Letter 2.

The matrix spans 6247 characters of the surface text. The matrix has 7 rows, is 37 columns wide and contains 259 characters.

2-           Terror!  Fear! Afraid! Famous bullets have the enemy!  
After the ten killed and thirteen wounded from the bullets of the one(s) that hates; there is fear, hate,
terror and blood all around.



Term Translation R Factor Start End

        ðèâðùåå Washington 4.228 Leviticus Ch 13 V 32 Letter 1 Leviticus Ch 15 V 33 Letter 27

îëì äæå îëì äî äîéà

Fear! What is it to you?  That is to
you! 2.678 Leviticus Ch 11 V 28 Letter 34 Leviticus Ch 11 V 29 Letter 6

    àøåî éîé úòáù Seven days of fear 2.076 Leviticus Ch 13 V 31 Letter 73 Leviticus Ch 13 V 32 Letter 3

    àðùì îù éøåãë

Bullets of renown to the one that
hates 9.871 Leviticus Ch 12 V 2 Letter 34 Leviticus Ch 12 V 2 Letter 4

     àá îã äæ øåøè This terror of blood is coming 9.948 Leviticus Ch 15 V 33 Letter 45 Leviticus Ch 15 V 32 Letter 17

  

The ELS reference is 1035 characters between rows. The matrix starts at Leviticus Ch 11 V 27 Letter 59  ends at Ch 15 V 33 L 45.

The matrix spans 9379 characters of the surface text. The matrix has 10 rows, is 64 columns and contains 640 characters.

3-           With his (trigger) finger (squeezing) that which is on his palm of the left hand  
The two additional terms in this matrix describe how a sniper does the shooting. He holds the gun in
his left hand and squeezes the trigger with his right hand. Typically, most people are right handed. It
will be interesting to find out if the suspects are left or right-handed.

Term Translation R-value Start End            

        ðèâðùåå Washington 4.51 Leviticus Ch 13 V 32 Letter 1 Leviticus Ch 15 V 33 Letter 27

        àøåî éîé days of fear 2.36 Leviticus Ch 13 V 31 Letter 77 Leviticus Ch 13 V 32 Letter 3

     äá÷ðìå øëæì to the male and female 2.96 Leviticus Ch 15 V 33 Letter 21 Leviticus Ch 15 V 33 Letter 30

   úéðîéä åòáöàá with his right finger 2.96 Leviticus Ch 14 V 27 Letter 9 Leviticus Ch 14 V 27 Letter 20

úéìàîùä åôë ìò øùà
that which is on his palm of
the left hand 2.66 Leviticus Ch 14 V 27 Letter 27 Leviticus Ch 14 V 27 Letter 41

   

The ELS reference is 1035 characters between rows. The matrix starts at Leviticus Ch 13 V 31 Letter 38 and ends at Ch 15 V 33 Letter 30.

The matrix spans 6257 characters of the surface text. The matrix has 7 rows, is 47 columns wide and contains 329 characters.

4-           Partners in crime  
THE TALL ONE (6’-1”) CHOSE A PARTNER:  A MAN TO LIE WITH.  From police reports, we know
now that the suspects were stopped several times on the highway.  On more than one occasions
they were asleep.  This alone does satisfy the term “a man to sleep with”.  It is very difficult at this
point to say that the indication is more than that.  On the other hand, in Biblical terms much more is
implied. 

Term Translation R-Value Start End

     ðèâðùåå Washington 4.576 Leviticus Ch 13 V 32 Letter 1 Leviticus Ch 15 V 33 Letter 27

     àøåî éîé days of fear 2.424 Leviticus Ch 13 V 31 Letter 77 Leviticus Ch 13 V 32 Letter 3

       äåáâä the tall one 3.442 Leviticus Ch 13 V 32 Letter 11 Leviticus Ch 13 V 32 Letter 19

     øøá ôúåù a partner chose 3.273 Leviticus Ch 15 V 33 Letter 35 Leviticus Ch 13 V 31 Letter 59

îò áëùé øùà ùéà a man to sleep with 3.026 Leviticus Ch 15 V 33 Letter 33 Leviticus Ch 15 V 33 Letter 44

  

The ELS reference is 1035 characters between rows. The matrix spans 6251 char  of the surface text.

The matrix starts at Leviticus Ch 13 V 31 Letter 59 and ends at Leviticus Ch 15 V 33 Letter 45.



Who is the SHADOWY PARTNER (the partner who is not in the
limelight)?  The term partner is found again in this expanded matrix.
The term SHADOWY PARTNER intersects the term I MET HIM IN
THE FAMILY OF W. (Williams).  From the reports, we understand
that the two met at the mother’s place of the younger suspect.

Term Translation

R

Factor Start End   

     ðèâðùåå Washington 3.948 Leviticus Ch 13 V 32 Letter 1 Leviticus Ch 15 V 33 Letter 27

     àøåî éîé days of fear 1.796 Leviticus Ch 13 V 31 Letter 77 Leviticus Ch 13 V 32 Letter 3

îò áëùé øùà ùéà a man who he lays with 2.398 Leviticus Ch 15 V 33 Letter 33 Leviticus Ch 15 V 33 Letter 44

       äåáâä the tall one 2.814 Leviticus Ch 13 V 32 Letter 11 Leviticus Ch 13 V 32 Letter 19

     øøá ôúåù he chose a partner 2.645 Leviticus Ch 15 V 33 Letter 35 Leviticus Ch 13 V 31 Letter 59

     ìöä ôúåù shadowy partner 2.993 Leviticus Ch 22 V 15 Letter 13 Leviticus Ch 18 V 2 Letter 5

åúà éúøëä åå úçôùîá

In the family of W.
(Williams), I met him 2.398 Leviticus Ch 20 V 5 Letter 23 Leviticus Ch 20 V 5 Letter 38

   

The ELS reference is 1035 characters between rows. The matrix spans 15601 characters of the surface text.  

The matrix starts at Leviticus Ch 13 V 31 Letter 59 and ends at Leviticus Ch 22 V 15 Letter 13.  

The matrix has 16 rows, is 76 columns wide and contains 1216 characters.      

5-           Twice before Washington he conquered (killed or raped) one female or  
Seven times before Washington, he did….

Police confirmed that the weapons in the possessions of the suspects were used to kill two females
before the murders occurred in Washington.  The matrix and news reports suggest that there were
more.  The matrix suggests seven assault occurrences before Washington.

Term Translation R Factor Start End

     ðèâðùåå Washington 5.01 Leviticus Ch 13 V 32 Letter 1 Leviticus Ch 15 V 33 Letter 27

éðôì îéîòô òáù seven times before (Washington) 2.86 Leviticus Ch 14 V 27 Letter 42 Leviticus Ch 14 V 27 Letter 53

   éðôì îéîòô twice before (Washington) 2.86 Leviticus Ch 14 V 27 Letter 45 Leviticus Ch 14 V 27 Letter 53

     úçàä ùáë Conquered one (singular-female) 3.16 Leviticus Ch 14 V 10 Letter 29 Leviticus Ch 14 V 10 Letter 35

        äá÷ð female 2.12 Leviticus Ch 15 V 33 Letter 27 Leviticus Ch 15 V 33 Letter 30

      îéúòáù seven fold 1.71 Leviticus Ch 13 V 31 Letter 73 Leviticus Ch 13 V 31 Letter 78

  

The ELS reference is 1035 characters between rows. The matrix spans 6225 characters of the surface text.

The matrix starts at Leviticus Ch 13 V 31 Letter 71 and ends at Leviticus Ch 15 V 33 Letter 31.  



6-           The agent… See the intense hate… he went to the rifle to destroy them…  
The original question was G-d, No! They (the victims) are ten! – Ten! Who hates them – G-d? The
emphasis was on hate. The matrix is now clarifying the hate to intense hate. Women, children are
murdered with no remorse. Note that the word intense hate in Hebrew comes from the word poison
– appropriate also for poisoning of the mind. The term is pointing out: The agent… Look at him…
Look at the intense hate that he carries. In addition, note the word “see” or ”look”. The same term
is used in referring to Iraq:  Look who is for Iraq…

Now let us examine the key term in this cluster the agent…see the intense hate ñøàì äàø ðëåñä.

This term is associated as indicated above with the term “look who is for Iraq…” Cluster 12 shows it
in another way also. By the way, it is not outlined in matrix 12, but it is there. It also crosses the

term: hired by a nation îò øéëù. Note that both terms bisect each other. Here we have three
terms indicating an Iraqi connection, or at least a foreign power connection. Right at the crossing

point, we find another [fourth] indication of another entity connected with the “sniper” - îúà éúéøá my
oath with them. Who is the partner of this oath? Is it not Iraq?  

Finally, note the last two terms that intersect the main vertical term.
The first term that shares a “chaf” tells us that “he went to/for the
rifle” while the second term tells the rest of the known story: “To
destroy them….”. The sentence concludes with to break my oath
with them. Is it not an oath taken in the army to defend not to
destroy the USA?

Term Translation Skip
R

Factor Start End

     ñøàì äàø ðëåñä the agent, see the intense hate 6212 9.016  Lev Ch 9 V 10 L 58 Num Ch 19 V 21 L 30

           îò øéëù hired by a nation -13 3.111  Lev Ch 26 V 45 L 16  Lev Ch 26 V 44 L 24

         äáåøì ëìä He went to the rifle. -3 5.596  Lev Ch 20 V 4 L 56  Lev Ch 20 V 4 L 35

îúà éúéøá øôäì îúìëì

to destroy them, break my oath with
them 1 2.584  Lev Ch 26 V 44 L 42  Lev Ch 26 V 44 L 58

         îúà éúéøá my oath with them 1 2.283  Lev Ch 26 V 44 L 51  Lev Ch 26 V 44 L 58

  

The ELS reference is 6212 characters between rows. The matrix spans 68398 characters of the surface text.

The matrix starts at Leviticus Ch 9 V 10 Letter 30 and ends at Numbers Ch 19 V 22 Letter 10.  

7-           And he conquered one (f) in 1989/90, a female and he will not marry (her)  
Similar to the above, there is no evidence yet, but there is a suggestion for an action and a date.

Term Translation

R

Factor Start End

     ðèâðùåå Washington 5.075 Leviticus Ch 13 V 32 Letter 1 Leviticus Ch 15 V 33 Letter 27

ðùúá úçàä ùáëå and he conquered one in 1989/90 3.224 Leviticus Ch 14 V 10 Letter 28 Leviticus Ch 14 V 10 Letter 39

  àùé àìå äá÷ð a  female, and he will not marry 3.525 Leviticus Ch 15 V 33 Letter 27 Leviticus Ch 15 V 33 Letter 36

  

The ELS reference is 1035 characters between rows. The matrix spans 6223 characters of the surface text.

The matrix starts at Leviticus Ch 13 V 31 Letter 78 and ends at Leviticus Ch 15 V 33 Letter 36.  

8-           Malvo caused the innocent to bleed  



The term INNOCENT (îéîéîú - without the extra yud) was associated above with the ten killed and
thirteen total victims. Here the term relates to Malvo. Malvo is alleged to have killed at least one
victim.  In the matrix, it is said that he bled the innocent.

Term Translation R Factor Start End

  ðèâðùåå Washington 3.87 Leviticus Ch 13 V 32 Letter 1 Leviticus Ch 15 V 33 Letter 27

   îéîéîú innocents 2.21 Leviticus Ch 8 V 13 Letter 53 Leviticus Ch 8 V 13 Letter 23

ååìàî îîéã Malvo bled or bled (them) 5.53 Leviticus Ch 8 V 30 Letter 46 Leviticus Ch 8 V 29 Letter 20

  

The ELS reference is 1035 characters between rows. The matrix spans 14587 characters of the surface text.

The matrix has 15 rows, is 97 columns wide and contains 1455 characters.  

9-           A bad situation:  This terror – those are the citizen and the stranger amongst you – the  
people of the land
As per the news, the two suspects in this terror case that caused such a bad situation for so long, for
so many people, were people described in the matrix. They were a citizen and a stranger that came
to live in the USA.

Term Translation R Factor Start

                 ðèâðùåå Washington 4.135 Leviticus Ch 13 V 32 Letter 1

   îëëåúá øâä øâäå çøæàä äìà
these are the citizen and the stranger that
lives amongst you 2.584 Leviticus Ch 18 V 26 Letter 41

öøàä éùðà åùò ìàä úáòåúä ìë úà

all that horrible things did the people of the
land 2.584 Leviticus Ch 18 V 27 Letter 3

                  òøá áöî bad situation 4.97 Leviticus Ch 13 V 52 Letter 29

                  äæ øåøè this terror 4.811 Leviticus Ch 15 V 33 Letter 45

  

The ELS reference is 1035 characters between rows. The matrix spans 10422 characters.

The matrix starts at Leviticus Ch 13 V 31 Letter 28 and ends at Leviticus Ch 18 V 28 Letter 7.

10-         G-d! No! They are 10! Ten, who hated them G-d?  Those wicked men!  
There is a statement, one or two questions, and an answer in this matrix.  The statement is é îä !
àì ä

The first letter stands for His name. It implores Him: Do not! They are 10 insignificant individuals.
The letter YUD is the tenth letter in the Hebrew alphabet and indicates ten. It is the smallest letter in
the alphabet, seemingly the least significant by all appearances. Why pick on the obscure

individuals? The same six letters read as é îä àìä – but they are TEN. They are so many. How
could any one hate so many. The question: “who hated them G-d?” follows the two versions of the
six previous letters. 
 
The answer to the question(s) appears in reverse over the letters that make up the question(s):

“These wicked people”. The word THESE, leads to another term in the matrix that states “îëëåúá
øâä øâäå çøæàä äìàä” as is illustrated in 9- above.



Term Translation R Factor Start End

         ðèâðùåå Washington 3.6
Leviticus Ch 13 V 32 Letter
1

Leviticus Ch 15 V 33 Letter
27

äìàä îéòùøä îéùðàä Those wicked people 2.0
Numbers Ch 16 V 26 Letter
29

Numbers Ch 16 V 26 Letter
44

?’ä àðù éî äøùò .é îä àìä

However, they are 10.  Ten who
hated, G-d? 14.4

Numbers Ch 16 V 26 Letter
44

Numbers Ch 16 V 26 Letter
29

?ä àðù éî äøùò !é îä !àì ‘ä
G-d! No! They are 10!  Ten who hated
G-d? 14.4

Numbers Ch 16 V 26 Letter
44

Numbers Ch 16 V 26 Letter
29

  

The ELS reference is 1035 characters between rows. The matrix spans 56970 characters of the surface text.

The matrix starts at Leviticus Ch 13 V 31 Letter 37 and ends at Numbers Ch 16 V 26 Letter 73.  

The matrix has 56 rows, is 45 columns wide and contains 2520 characters.  

11-         In October 2002 the day after the first of the month (1 Oct 02) the snipers from Iraq  
This is a complex cluster in meaning, beauty, and arrangement. Each term is meaningful by
itself, but they magnify each other.  Note the following:
1- “Tomorrow the snipers” intersects the beginning of two other terms: a. they are for Iraq, and b.

from which he holds in his left hand. Preceding term b. we have the reference to the trigger
finger – his right finger.

2- The “tomorrow the snipers” term is in the plural form, so is the term “they are for Iraq”.
3- The “tomorrow the snipers” term agrees with the subject of the term “from which he hold in his

left hand… with his right finger”.  Both terms refer to holding a gun.
4- The first month of Israel today is Tishrei in the Hebrew calendar. This year it fell in October.

Therefore, we have now a date or time frame of October 2002 from the two terms “âñùúäá”

and “ðåùàøä ùãçäî “.



5- The last two words in the term ùãçì ãçàá ðåùàøä ùãçäî mean in the first day of the month.

This term has two messages: From October ðåùàøä ùãçäî , and on the first day of the

month ùãçì ãçàá.
6- In the term “tomorrow the snipers”, the word tomorrow has two meanings: a. tomorrow, b.

sometime in the future after today. Both meanings are applicable here: a. starting the
shooting on 2 October. b. The shooting will start after the first of Tishrei. The shooting took
place less than a month after the first of Tishrei.

Term Translation Skip
R

Factor Start End

            ðèâðùåå Washington 1035 3.356 Lev Ch 13 V 32 L 1 Lev Ch 15 V 33 L 27

          îéôìöä øçî Tomorrow the snipers 6204 4.147 Exo Ch 24 V 13 L 14 Lev Ch 14 V 27 L 25

             âñùúäá In 2002 (5763) 4140 1.628 Exo Ch 37 V 4 L 5 Lev Ch 11 V 5 L 14

ùãçì ãçàá ðåùàøä ùãçäî from October the first of the month 1 1.806 Exo Ch 40 V 2 L 4 Exo Ch 40 V 2 L 22

        ðåùàøä ùãçäî from the first month (October) 1 1.806 Exo Ch 40 V 2 L 4 Exo Ch 40 V 2 L 14

  úéìàîùä åôë ìò øùà ðî

from that which is on his palm of
the left hand 1 1.505 Lev Ch 14 V 27 L 25 Lev Ch 14 V 27 L 41

      îúéðîéä åòáöàá with his right finger 1 1.806 Lev Ch 14 V 27 L 9 Lev Ch 14 V 27 L 21

            îä ÷øéòì they are for Iraq 5 4.049 Lev Ch 3 V 15 L 46 Lev Ch 3 V 16 L 13

  

The ELS reference is 1035 characters between rows. The matrix spans 52876 characters of the surface text.

The matrix starts at Exo Ch 24 V 12 Letter 17 and ends at Leviticus Ch 16 V 1 Letter 21.  

The matrix has 52 rows, is 91 columns wide and contains 4732 characters.   

12-                     Williams: Was he hired by Iraq?  
In this cluster there are four terms surrounding Washington. They divide into two sets. In each set,
the name Williams not only overlaps the other term, but also shares a letter with the other term. The
top set has a term asking: LOOK (not shown) who is for Iraq? As in other cases, the answer is
found in the same term: THEY are for her. The name Williams is part of her (Iraq). Similarly, in
the second set one term tells us about a hired person for a nation. The two terms overlap and
Williams is there.



Note how balanced the four terms are. The three letter reish alef heh preceding “Who is for Iraq”
are there but not highlighted.

Term Translation Skip
R

Factor Start End

    ðèâðùåå Washington 1035 3.459 Leviticus Ch 13 V 32 Letter 1 Leviticus Ch 15 V 33 Letter 27

     îò øéëù hired by a nation -13 2.435 Leviticus Ch 26 V 45 Letter 16 Leviticus Ch 26 V 44 Letter 24

     ñîéìåì to Williams -17 2.484 Leviticus Ch 26 V 45 Letter 41 Leviticus Ch 26 V 44 Letter 29

      ñîìéå Williams -11 1.522 Leviticus Ch 3 V 16 Letter 40 Leviticus Ch 3 V 15 Letter 59

äì îä ÷øéòì éî Who is for Iraq? They are for her. 5 8.407 Leviticus Ch 3 V 15 Letter 36 Leviticus Ch 3 V 16 Letter 23

äì îä ÷øéòì éî äàø
See who is for Iraq? They are for
her 5 11.7 Leviticus Ch 3 V 15 Letter 21 Leviticus Ch 3 V 16 Letter 23

The ELS reference is 1035 characters between rows. The matrix spans 40459 characters of the surface text.

The matrix starts at Leviticus Ch 3 V 15 Letter 10 and ends at Leviticus Ch 26 V 45 Letter 44.  

13-                     H(ussein) Saddam  
If we extend the term îàãñ ç Hussein, Saddam into a larger matrix, we would get the term: ëá îàãñ

ç Hussein Saddam is in you/against you. The R-value of this term is now 5.3 and it emphasizes
even more the message that is contained within the term H. Saddam.

What is the message? 

1- áøç îëéìò éúàáäå - And I will bring the sword on you: Saddam promises to kill US
citizens,

2- áéåà ãéá îúúðå - and you will be given into the hand of your enemy: He promises that
the US will fall before its enemy Saddam.

3- îëéøò ìà îúôñàðå - and you will gather to your cities: You will hide in your city. You will
be afraid to move out.

4- î÷ð úî÷ð - Revenge of revenge – Does this mean MOTHER OF ALL REVENGES?
Alternatively, does it mean a revenge for USA, a revenge for their action in Kuwait? At any
rate, we know the last of Saddam for revenge.

The term îëëåúá fits well with the end ëá in the term ëá îàãñ ç. It has the same meaning. Inside

you – plural - îëëåúá (people of the USA) vs. inside you – singular – ëá (country USA).



Term Translation

R

Factor Start End

       ðèâðùåå Washington 3.7  Ch 13 V 32 L 1  Ch 15 V 33 L 27

áøç îëéìò éúàáäå And I will bring the sword on you 2.2  Ch 26 V 25 L 1  Ch 26 V 25 L 14

îëéøò ìà îúôñàðå and you will gather to your cities 2.2  Ch 26 V 25 L 26  Ch 26 V 25 L 39

  áéåà ãéá îúúðå and you will be given into the hand of your enemy 2.2  Ch 26 V 25 L 55  Ch 26 V 25 L 66

         åîçìä fight 1.7  Ch 26 V 26 L 11  Ch 26 V 26 L 15

         îàãñ ç H(ussain) Sadam 2.8  Ch 26 V 25 L 12  Ch 26 V 26 L 14

        îëëåúá Inside you 1.2  Ch 26 V 25 L 49  Ch 26 V 25 L 54

       î÷ð úî÷ð Revenge of revenge 2.2  Ch 26 V 25 L 15  Ch 26 V 25 L 21

  

The ELS reference is 1035 characters between rows. The matrix spans 23886 characters of the surface text.

The matrix starts at Leviticus Ch 13 V 31 Letter 32 and ends at Leviticus Ch 26 V 26 Letter 15.  

14-                     His name   mother    Saddam  
From the end of the term   äì îä ÷øéòì éî äàø  See who is for Iraq.  They are for her to the start

of the terms  îàãñ ç and î÷ðú î÷ð H(ussain) Saddam and a revenge you will revenge or The

revenge of revenge  through the heart of Washington D.C. we see the main term: îàãñ àîà åîù
His name is mother Saddam.

First why “mother” Saddam? Is it because:
1- Every one knows his name in the Arab and Western world even a child,
2- He coined the term “MOTHER” of all wars, and now he continues the war, or
3- He is the MOTHER of all REVENGES as his term is pointing out. We are all familiar with his

revengeful brutality even to his own people with no mercy for women, children or the old.

Fascinating terms share letters with Saddam. The most telling term is éùðà åùò ìàä úáòåúä ìë

úà - All those terrible things did my men. To elaborate on this term we have the term îçìùî éðà

øùà - That I send them. Those two terms that share the last two letters in the word Saddam, are
telling again the Iraqi connection story and Saddam’s direct involvement. Another term that shares a

letter with the main term is äéä åö øùàë - as he commanded was. This term is not statistically
significant by itself; however, it is very meaningful when it shares a letter with the main term in this
cluster. It is also connected with the word his name where the meaning is that the command was by
his name. 



Term Translation Skip
R

Factor Start End

             ðèâðùåå Washington 1035 3.6  Ch 13 V 32 L 1  Ch 15 V 33 L 27

             î÷ð úî÷ð The revenge of revenge 1 2.0  Ch 26 V 25 L 15  Ch 26 V 25 L 21

             î÷ðú î÷ð a revenge you will revenge 1 2.0  Ch 26 V 25 L 15  Ch 26 V 25 L 21

          îàãñ àîà åîù His name is mother Saddam 3100 5.3  Ch 4 V 18 L 33  Ch 20 V 23 L 22

      äì îä ÷øéòì éî äàø See who is for Iraq.  They are for her 5 11.9  Ch 3 V 15 L 21  Ch 3 V 16 L 23

         îçìùî éðà øùà That I send them 1 1.7  Ch 20 V 23 L 16  Ch 20 V 23 L 26

éùðà åùò ìàä úáòåúä ìë úà All those terrible things did my men 1 2.0  Ch 18 V 27 L 3  Ch 18 V 27 L 22

             äúà åëáé They will cry for her 1 2.0  Ch 10 V 6 L 96  Ch 10 V 6 L 102

           äéä åö øùàë as he commanded was 1 0.3  Ch 8 V 13 L 54  Ch 8 V 13 L 62

               îàãñ ç H(ussain) Saddam 17 2.7  Ch 26 V 25 L 12  Ch 26 V 26 L 14

  

The ELS reference is 1035 characters between rows.   

The matrix spans 39400 characters of the surface text.  

The matrix starts at Leviticus Ch 3 V 15 Letter 17 and ends at Leviticus Ch 26 V 26 Letter 15.
  

15-                     The sergeant  
Williams reached the level of sergeant in the army. The following

intense cluster is centered about the previously seen term: ñøàì äàø
ðëåñä - agent? see the intense hate. Who is the agent? The
sergeant, Williams, is the agent. The letter Yud is common to the

terms îò øéëù & ñîéìå. The letter Samech is common to ñîéìå

and àáä ìîñ éåà watch out to the coming sergeant – or next

sergeant. The word ìîñ sergeant is written over the term lamed alef
mem alef = for IMA or mother. The world associates that term with
Saddam and his mother of all battles. Perhaps he is correct that the
new war that started at 9/11 is the mother of all battles. We never had
such a war before. It is called terror – fear away from the front lines.
The new soldiers, the privates and the sergeants preach their religious

ideologies, but enjoy fully all the evils of the western world: ñàî àì
îäéáéà öøàá in the land of their enemies he did not reject. How
did the 9/11 terrorists spend their last hours? Did they not celebrate in
ways opposed to by their preaching?



Term Translation R Factor Start End

   ñøàì äàø ðëåñä the agent see the intense hate 8.917
 Ch 9 V 10 L
58 Num Ch 19 V 21 L 30

ñàî àì îäéáéà öøàá
in the land of their enemies he did not
reject 2.486

 Ch 26 V 44 L
15  Ch 26 V 44 L 29

      àáä ìîñ éåà Woe the coming / next sergeant 7.25
 Ch 26 V 44 L
35  Ch 26 V 44 L 19

         îò øéëù a nation hired (gun) - agent 3.012
 Ch 26 V 45 L
16  Ch 26 V 44 L 24

          ñîéìå Williams 1.911
 Ch 26 V 45 L
24  Ch 26 V 44 L 29

  

The ELS reference is 6212 characters between rows.  

The matrix starts at Leviticus Ch 9 V 10 Letter 21 and ends at Numbers Ch 19 V 22 Letter 18.  

THE BIG QUESTION
The subject of the matrix was FEAR IN WASHINGTON D.C. As happened so many times in my
research, I stumble on the bigger issues when I dealt with smaller ones. The “small issue” in the
above analysis was a serial killer or killers in Washington D.C. However, fear in Washington has
much more meaning when we consider that Washington D.C. is the capital of the USA. It represents
the political heart of the American people whose heart knows no fear. However, splitting the heart of

Washington is the term îàãñ àîà åîù his name is [mother] Saddam (see the impact of cluster
14). Then there is the term below warning Washington about another Hitler in 2002. Another Hitler
that uses gas for mass killings; that his snipers extinguish the life of the innocent in a split second.
Another Hitler, where a book about him was just published: “Saddam: King of Terror” by Con
Coughlin.
 

øìèä âñùúäá ðä Behold in 2002 Hitler 4140 9.2 Exo  32: 15: 52 Lev  20: 5: 51

There is no doubt in the mind of any American about the strength of its army, and their ability to
defeat Iraq in a military action.  On the other hand, if we will not fear the warning shots, we may be
faced with this terror, [more] spilling of blood. 

àá îã äæ øåøè this terror is blood spilling [coming] -7 8.7 Lev  15: 33: 45 Lev  15: 32: 17

FINAL NOTES
Completing a matrix is often very difficult. There is always much more which could be revealed.
Even this paper is incomplete, despite all the terms I found. Below you will find a table of some of
the terms seen above. Some of the terms above are not appearing below and some of the terms
below do not appear above. It takes time to associate terms with one another, understand the

significance and then illustrate it. For example, the term äëàìî äùòú îéîé úùù etc. refers to not
doing any “work” on the Sabbath. By the Jewish definition of the Sabbath [sundown Friday to
sundown Saturday] there were no shootings on the Sabbath. Another example is grouping terms by
subject such as fear and terror:

àøåî éîé days of fear

àøåî éîé úòáù seven days of fear [see note below]

NOTE:  the first few were not terrifying as much.  It also means that you had enough days of fear.

îëì äî !äîéà fear for/to you.  What is happening to you.

äìäá ðî a commotion - a type of fear

àá îã äæ øåøè this terror of blood is coming

Other terms that were not introduced so far are the forgery term relating to the forged documents
used to bring Malvo to the USA, and the term relating to the age between 30 and 50, which relates to
Williams age of 40 when he was “signed up” (first committed his crimes), etc.



I have not completely finished the matrix and the report itself. However, I did complete my initial
objective, which was to get answers.

Are the results a setup? Can they be made up in any book? Did I select my words in advance? I
have followed the same procedures as used in the published articles referenced at the beginning of
this article. I have completed other matrices that are even more complex, by special request,
according to the same rules.  To get to the truth, I follow these rules:

1- Look in the Torah,
2- Start with the theme term at its lowest skip,
3- Accept only terms at 20:1 odds (R-value = 1.3) or more,
4- Have plenty of redundant terms [I call them witnesses],
5- Let the matrix tell a story,
6- Use proper grammar, spelling, sentence structure, etc.,
7- Include plenty of terms at skip = 1 (surface text) [to confirm that the matrix is at the proper

place],
8- Include some special features such as terms sharing a letter, mirror image, very long R-

values for a few terms, reading the same long term from left to right and right to left and
getting two different messages, etc.

I do not believe that by following these rules, that one can produce a matrix that provides a
false message. I had no clue in the beginning about what to look for. Tall or short, young or old,
citizen or foreigner. I just asked the questions. Very often there was only one answer. For example
before it was known that Malvo had a substantial role in the actual killing I wrote the following to Mr.
D. Swaney,  Roy A. Reinhold and Walter York on Monday, October 28, 2002 9:30 PM:  

…...I have now found the names of the accused in the matrix, that there is blood on Malvo's
hand …. Nevertheless, there is a heavy emphasis on Malvo in the matrix - more than on
Mohammad.  …Moshe

Predetermined terms are very impressive. I have done that too in another matrix, by selecting the
names of ten generations in a row as spelled out in published books. They all were found in the
matrix as a complete set in a chronological sequence of birth [see published articles as referred to
above]. In addition, obviously one cannot easily predetermine a term made up of two words or
more. Therefore, it is very interesting to find that a second word in a given term fits so very well to
the subject of the matrix. For example, the name Malvo was predetermined, but it was attached in
this matrix to blood and not to wine. The young one was attached to “he made to suffer”, the
“partner” term mated with the term implying homosexuality, etc.

The debate about the authenticity of the Bible codes has not stopped. A skeptic could try to prove
that it is all a hoax – IF it is a hoax. 

Bible code terms from the entire matrix
Term Translation Skip Matrix R-Factor Start End

ðèâðùåå Washington 1035 2.9 Lev  13: 32: 1 Lev  15: 33: 27

ôøåç winter -1 1.3 Lev  13: 12: 7 Lev  13: 12: 4

*1    øìèä âñùúäá ðä Behold in 2002 Hitler 4140 9.2 Exo  32: 15: 52 Lev  20: 5: 51

ðåùàøä ùãçäî
from the first month (Tishrei or
October) 1 1.4 Exo  40: 2: 4 Exo  40: 2: 14

 

     

äìäá ðî a type of fear 3 2.0 Lev  24: 18: 2 Lev  24: 18: 17

àá îã äæ øåøè this terror of blood is coming -7 8.7 Lev  15: 33: 45 Lev  15: 32: 17

îëì äî äîéà fear what is for/to you 1 1.4 Lev  11: 28: 34 Lev  11: 28: 42

àøåî éîé úòáù Seven days of fear 1 0.8 Lev  13: 31: 73 Lev  13: 32: 3

  

øöä çöåøå and he murders the enemy 12 5.4 Num  1: 51: 57 Num  1: 53: 44

áåù ôìö sharp shooter again (return) -10 3.0 Lev  20: 23: 47 Lev  20: 22: 68

äáåøì ëìä He went to/for the rifle -3 4.4 Lev  20: 4: 56 Lev  20: 4: 35

ôìö ùàî from the fire of a sharpshooter -9 2.9 Lev  26: 5: 42 Lev  26: 4: 40

òéì÷ éì I have a bullet (for everyone) 15 2.0 Lev  2: 12: 19 Lev  2: 13: 49

áøàî åá ambush in it/him 13 1.4 Num  1: 4: 31 Num  1: 6: 13

ìë áøàî ambush all 15 1.6 Lev  21: 16: 17 Lev  21: 18: 16

ùôð äëîå and the one that kills a person 1 1.4 Lev  24: 18: 1 Lev  24: 18: 7

úéðîéä åòáöàá with / in his right finger (print / trigger] 1 1.4 Lev  14: 27: 9 Lev  14: 27: 20



úéìàîùä åôë ìò øùà ðî
from that which is on his palm of the
left hand 1 1.1 Lev  14: 27: 25 Lev  14: 27: 41

ä îéôìöä øçî tomorrow the snipers "G-d" 6204 4.8 Exo  24: 13: 14 Lev  18: 1: 9

îéîéîú Innocent -6 1.3 Lev  8: 13: 53 Lev  8: 13: 23

ðáø÷ ìëå and all a victim 1 1.4 Lev  2: 13: 1 Lev  2: 13: 7

ðáø÷ ìëì to all a victim 1 1.4 Lev  2: 13: 50 Lev  2: 13: 56

      

äôì ðåòá äåáâä the tall one in his transgression here 2 10.8 Lev  13: 32: 11 Lev  13: 32: 33

øéòöä the young one -1 2.2 Lev  23: 40: 25 Lev  23: 40: 21

ñîìéå Williams -11 1.0 Lev  3: 16: 40 Lev  3: 15: 59

 úáòåúä ìë úà éë

öøàä éùðà åùò ìàä
for all these abominations have the

men of the land done

1 1.4 Lev  18: 27: 1 Lev  18: 27: 26

    

øâäå çøæàä äìàä

îëëåúá øâä øâäå

These: the citizen and the stranger

that dwells amongst you

1 1.4 Lev  18: 26: 40 Lev  18: 26: 61

    

äìàä îéòùøä îéùðàä these wicked men 1 1.4 Num  16: 26: 29 Num  16: 26: 44

ä àðù éî äøùò é îä àìä
 

However, they are ten.  Ten who will

hate [them] G-d? ALTERNATIVELY,

G-d No! they are 10...

-1 13.7 Num  16: 26: 44 Num  16: 26: 29

    

àðù  ì   îù éøåãë

famous bullets for/to the one who

hates -3 8.6 Lev  12: 2: 34 Lev  12: 2: 4

ñøàì äàø ðëåñä
The agent... look at the intense

hate! 6212 7.8 Lev  9: 10: 58 Num  19: 21: 30

äì îä ÷øéòì éî äàø
Look who is for Iraq: They are for
her. 5 11.2 Lev  3: 15: 21 Lev  3: 16: 23

éòù éáøò Shiite Arab -7 3.4 Lev  24: 20: 16 Lev  24: 19: 7

éáøòå and an Arab 1 1.1 Lev  23: 40: 45 Lev  23: 40: 49

îò øéëù hired by a nation -13 1.9 Lev  26: 45: 16 Lev  26: 44: 24

ãéåáìå and Lee Boyd [Malvo] -7 1.8 Lev  21: 17: 58 Lev  21: 17: 23

ååìàî îîéã Malvo bled [them] -12 4.6 Lev  8: 30: 46 Lev  8: 29: 20

ñîéìåì for / to Williams (a bullet) -17 2.0 Lev  26: 45: 41 Lev  26: 44: 29

*2         øéòö äãø

 

(the) youth was a dictator, he ruled, he
made suffer, punished

-1 5.0 Lev  23: 40: 27 Lev  23: 40: 21

    

øøá ôúåù a partner he choose -1040 1.6 Lev  15: 33: 35 Lev  13: 31: 59

ìöä ôúåù

 

the shadowy partner / partner save! /
saved the partner

-1047 2.0 Lev  22: 15: 13 Lev  18: 2: 5

    

 

     

 äëàìî äùòú îéîé úùù does not kill on Shabbat. 1 1.4 Lev  23: 3: 1 Lev  23: 3: 35

ðåúáù úáù éòéáùä îåéáå      

      

áéåà ãéá îúúðå

 

and I will give you into the hands of
your enemy

1 1.4 Lev  26: 25: 55 Lev  26: 25: 66

    

   îëéøò ìà îúôñàðå
and you will be gathered into your
cities 1 1.4 Lev  26: 25: 26 Lev  26: 25: 39

áøç îëéìò éúàáäå I would bring the sword on you 1 1.4 Lev  26: 25: 1 Lev  26: 25: 14

åúà éúøëä åå úçôùîá
in the family of W. (Williams), I met
him 1 1.4 Lev  20: 5: 23 Lev  20: 5: 38

îò áëùé øùà ùéà a man who he lays with 1 1.4 Lev  15: 33: 33 Lev  15: 33: 44

éðôì îéîòô òáù seven times before 1 0.8 Lev  14: 27: 42 Lev  14: 27: 53

äá÷ðìå øëæì to the male and to the female 1 1.4 Lev  15: 33: 21 Lev  15: 33: 30

îàãñ ç H(usein) Saddam 17 2.0 Lev  26: 25: 12 Lev  26: 26: 14

îàãñ àîà åîù his name is mother Saddam 3100 4.7 Lev  4: 18: 33 Lev  20: 23: 22

ôåéæå and a forgery 8 1.6 Lev  4: 17: 13 Lev  4: 17: 45

äðù îéùìù ðáî îúç

äðù îéùîç ðá ãò äìòîå

He signed from 30 to 50 years old
(Williams was about 40 then...)

1 1.4 Num  4: 22: 33 Num  4: 23: 28

    

 

àáä ìîñ éåà Woe the coming / next sergeant -2 6.2 Lev 26 V 44 L 35 26 V 44 L 19

 

éúáøà áä ìîñ
Sergeant give! I ambushed!

-2 7.8 Lev 26 V 44 L 29 26 V 44 L 11

               ñàî àì

îäéáéà öøàá
in the land of their enemies he did not
reject 1 1.398 Lev 26 V 44 15 26 V 44: 29

Total R-Value    178.0 
The ELS reference is 1035 characters between rows. --- There are 56 displayed terms in the matrix.
The matrix starts at Exodus Ch 24 V 12 Letter 6 and ends at Numbers Ch 19 V 22 Letter 33.

The matrix has 106 rows, is 115 columns wide and contains 12190 characters.

Matrix R-Value 178.0 equals odds of 1 chance in 10 to the 178th power
Reduce rows to  58 by dropping 4 terms with total R-value of 28
Reduce rows to  53 by dropping 5 terms with total R-value of 2
By dropping 5 terms, the overall matrix value can increase substantially.
IE 56-5 = 51 terms x 1.7 = 97 - 29 = 68 + 178.0 = 246.0    or total R-value = 246.0

Matrix R-Value 246.0 equals odds of 1 chance in 10 to the 246th power



Note: *1  ðä Genesis 3:22 -- 4:14 --  11:6 -- etc. etc.--> behold
Note: *2  øéòö äãø Judges 14:9---> took,  Isaiah 14:6-->ruled

If you would like to e-mail Moshe Aharon Shak, send to:  mshak@videotron.ca

The complete matrix view and matrix report are on the next 2 pages.
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